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Odd One Out 
In Part 3 of the TOEIC test, you often need to identify the topic. Recognizing word groups can help you 
to understand the main ideas, and find the correct answers to topic questions. 
 

Underline one word in each set of words that does not match the topic. 

 

1. Office equipment   keyboard, printer, suitcase, copy machine, filing cabinet 

2. Occupations   carpenter, scientist, pilot, account, doctor 

3. Health    clinic, medical, criminal, hospital, doctor 

4. Entertainment   theater, art, merger, exhibition, music 

5. Locations    garage, courtroom, seminar, kitchen, lobby 

6. Housing    rent, buy, accommodation, officer, home 

7. Travel    schedule, stationery, reservation, delay, flight 

8. Personnel    recruit, hire, promotion, vacancy, laboratory 

9. At a restaurant  napkin, fork, service, nurse, order 

10. Transportation  airplane, tram, taxi, stove, ferry 

11. In a factory  machinery, overalls, workshop, tools, appetizer

12. Sports   hockey, stadium, athletics, library, race

13. Food   refuge, taste, dish, cook, entrée

14. Weather   fog, climate, temperature, fever, freezing

15. People   commuter, guide, patient, tourist, crime

16. Music   custom, orchestra, instrument, recital, intermission
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Answers 

1. suitcase, 2. account, 3. criminal, 4. merger, 5. seminar, 6. officer, 7. stationery, 8. laboratory,  

9. nurse, 10. stove, 11. appetizer, 12. library, 13. refuge, 14. fever, 15. crime, 16. custom  

 

Expansion activity 

a. Write three words related to each place. 

1. train station  ___________________ ___________________ ___________________ 

2. department store ___________________ ___________________ ___________________ 

3. post office  ___________________ ___________________ ___________________ 

4. hair salon  ___________________ ___________________ ___________________ 

5. grocery store ___________________ ___________________ ___________________ 

6. gas station  ___________________ ___________________ ___________________ 

7. coffee shop  ___________________ ___________________ ___________________ 

8. art gallery  ___________________ ___________________ ___________________ 

 

b. Make a sentence for each set of words above. Use as many words as you can. 

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 


